This bibliography lists reference sources for research in archaeology. It is arranged in sections by type of reference source with subsections for general works and works covering specific areas. Categorized are handbooks; directories, biographies, and museums; encyclopedias; dictionaries; atlases; guides, manuals, and surveys; bibliographies; and bibliographies of periodicals. Subsections refer to countries or areas such as America, China, France, Germany, Egypt, Greece, The Orient, Rome, Great Britain and Ireland, Mesopotamia, and Russia. All the entries contain annotations which offer information on contents and format of the document. Because some multivolume works that are published over a long period are confusing and difficult to use, special mention of indexes and tables of contents is made. Entries are listed alphabetically by author or source within each section.

(Author/ND)
This guide lists reference sources available at McGill for research in archaeology. It is arranged in sections by type of reference source with subsections for general works and works covering specific areas. The category "general" also includes works which, although they cover a specific period or place, do not fit into the designated subsections. The annotations provide information on contents and format. As some multivolume works published over a lengthy period are often confusing and difficult to use, special mention of indexes and tables of contents is made.

Please note that bibliographical references are not only to be found in the works listed in the section BIBLIOGRAPHIES; many of the guides, manuals, surveys and encyclopedias are especially valuable for their bibliographic references.

General practical guides to archaeology, field methods, techniques, etc. have not been included, although these also often contain useful bibliographies. They can be found by checking the McLennan Library's subject catalogues, both L.C. and Cutter, under ARCHAEOLOGY and ARCHAEOLOGY - METHODOLOGY and related headings.

General periodical indexes and bibliographies covering the social sciences and humanities, which are also not listed here, can be consulted for additional references on archaeology (e.g. Bibliographic Index, British Humanities Index, Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature, Essay and General Literature Index, etc., all of which are shelved on the Reference Index Stands).

Related student's guides which may be useful include: Anthropology, Classical Studies, and Indians and Eskimos of Canada. Copies are available at the Reference Desk.

All locations for title mentioned in this bibliography have not been indicated. For additional locations check the McGill Union Catalogue under the entry used in this bibliography.

The reference librarians will be pleased to provide any assistance you may require in using this guide and the materials listed in it or in locating further information.

This guide was compiled by Almuth Desautels, Reference Department, McLennan Library.
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I. **HANDBOOKS**

**CC77**


Short and practical work providing facts and details of the operations involved in publishing archaeological reports. Deals with style and form of text, illustrations, indexes, etc., as well as with the technicalities of publishing. Examples of reports recommended as models are given. A section on grants and choice of periodicals covers England only.

II. **DIRECTORIES, BIOGRAPHIES, MUSEUMS**

**N50**


Lib. has: 1933, 1967, 1970

Issued irregularly until 1952 and thereafter every three years. The listing for museums and organizations comprises about half of the volume (other sections cover universities, publications, etc.) and covers U.S., Canada and a few other countries. Emphasis on U.S., listing by state with notes on the collections, publications, etc. of each institution provided. Index of names and subjects.

**CC120**


Lib. has: 1973-

Annual directory providing information mainly for England. Lists universities, museums, societies, research groups, etc. in different sections, first under Britain, then internationally by name of country. Names of specialists found under institutions with which they are connected. Includes special listings of British societies, councils, committees, trusts, and a section of useful addresses (government departments, etc.) and laws. Concludes with a list of recent books on archaeology. No index.

**Folio**


Short biographical articles on scholars currently active in Cypriote archaeology, including bibliographic information on their works (complete only as far as their writings on Cypriote archaeology are concerned). Abbreviations listed at the front. Some photographs provided. Note addenda at the end.

**AM101**


Provides information on the British Museum and its divisions, collections, facilities and services. Index of names and subjects.

**Statistics**


Statistical tables and directory-type information on 385 museums, galleries, historic buildings and sites, etc. Indexed by name, place and subject of collections.

Text in English; foreword and introduction in English and French. Museums and institutions listed by province and by category or subject. Alphabetical index of names of institutions.


International listing arranged by country and city. Classified subject index. Selective bibliography of national museums directories and articles is included.


Lib. has: Edition 7 (1963/64); 10; 12 (1974/75).

Museums and art galleries are listed in volume 1, section A, by country and town. No subject index to collections. Volume 2 contains directory type information for artists and collectors.


About 17,000 museums in 148 countries are listed covering all types of museums and special and technical collections. Arranged by continent, country and city. Each entry is numbered to facilitate use of the indexes of names, subjects and geographical areas. Names are given in their original languages; text is in English.


Latest in Ref. Lib. has: 1971

This directory published by the American Association of Museums supercedes the Museums Directory of the United States and Canada (1st ed. 1961, 2nd ed. 1965 AM11 .M8 McLennan). Lists over 6,000 museums and related institutions in the U.S. and Canada in various sections by location, name, subject and category (archaeology museums and archaeological sites are indexed under "Science"). Index of directors and department heads.

See also general international and national directory-type sources which also list museums, e.g. World of Learning (Ref. Desk) Minerva Internationales Verzeichnis Wissenschaftlicher Institutionen (A52 .M58 v.33 Ref.) Canadian Almanac and.Directory (Ref. Desk), etc.

See also national, international and specialized biographical sources, e.g. Who's Who (DA28 .W6 Ref.), Directory of American Scholars (LA2311 .C32E .6 Ref.), etc.
III. ENCYCLOPEDIAS

A. General

DE25

Dictionary of brief articles on ancient cities, mountains, rivers and other places of the Mediterranean area, providing factual and legendary information drawn from both modern archaeology and ancient poetry and mythology. Pronunciation of names is indicated and modern names are provided. Most articles are taken from the New Century Classical Handbook (DE5 .N4 Ref.) although new information found since 1962 has been added. Some articles written and signed by specialists. Few maps are included.

CC70

An encyclopedia of brief definitions and introductory information for the educated layman and the beginning archaeology student. Archaeological terms, places, peoples, finds, artifacts, etc. are covered. Minimal biographical information given for some archaeologists. Classical, medieval and industrial archaeology are not dealt with. Many illustrations (both drawings and photographs) and maps. The London edition entitled A Dictionary of Archaeology (CC70 .B7 1970 McL.) is a reprint of this title.

GN710

Short articles provide concise information on prehistoric sites, findings, etc. Includes maps, charts, illustrations and photographs as well as articles on a few deceased leading scholars in the field. No bibliographies.

CC165

Not an encyclopedia in the traditional sense; that is, does not contain articles with definitions of various topics arranged in alphabetical order. Rather, a series of chapters forming a continuous text. Divided into two main sections: the first dealing with the discipline, principles, techniques and development; the second with archaeological processes at various sites around the world, illustrating the applications of research techniques. Each chapter by a specialist in the field. Reading list and subject index at the end.


Directed toward the general reader, but the articles, though brief, are more informative than those in Bray above. Covers terms, places, peoples, discoveries, archaeologists, etc., but does not attempt to be all-inclusive. Few articles on classical Greece and Rome and medieval Europe, but antiquities of the Far East and America up to the 16th century A.D. are well covered. Written by authorities in the subject. Other features include a chronological table, a "for further reading" section, and maps. Illustrations have been dropped in the second edition and articles show little revision, but are signed by the authors.
Corswant, Willy. **Dictionnaire d'archéologie biblique.** Neuchatel, Delachaux and Niestlé, 1956.


Articles are short and deal with all aspects of life in biblical times. Many illustrations and biblical references are provided. Systematic listing of the articles in the front and an index at the end. Written for the layman in simple language.

**Dictionnaire archéologique des techniques.** Paris, Editions de l'Accueil, 1963-64. 2v.

The articles by specialists deal with technology and science in the world's ancient civilizations. Information is based on archaeological discoveries. Many illustrations and some bibliographical references. Each volume has its own table of contents. Bibliography, maps, chronological chart, and subject index to both volumes are at the end of volume 2.

Ebert, Max. **Reallexikon der Vorgeschichte, unter Mitwirkung zahlreicher Fachgelehrter.** Berlin, de Gruyter, 1924-32. 15v. in 16.

Extensive and authoritative encyclopedia on prehistory with signed articles, prepared by specialists, including bibliographies. Many illustrations and maps. Volume 15 is a general index.


Concise encyclopedic dictionary on the prehistory and early history of Europe containing short articles, many of them signed (volume 2 has the list of contributors) with bibliographic references. Entries usually in German and articles in German or in French. Includes biographical articles on specialists in the field. Many drawings illustrate the articles, and plates are appended at the end of each volume. Volume 2 includes additions and corrections.


Articles deal with all varieties of objects and artifacts, especially religious items, providing definitions and illustrations, describing their uses and purposes, and including references to dates and sources.

**Lexikon der Alten Welt.** Ed. by C. Andresen & others. Zurich, Artemis, 1965.

Coverage of this encyclopedia extends to early Christianity, but emphasis is on classical antiquity. Articles are thorough but concise dealing with people, places, etc., and written and signed by specialists. Bibliographies included as well as maps and some illustrations. Numerous appendices provide such information as sources for and literature on portraits of the ancients, names and locations of Greek and Latin manuscripts, collections of Greek papyri, a geographical and chronological listing of important excavations, and Greek and Latin proverbs with German translations. Abbreviations, bibliographical references, list of illustrations and topographical index at the end.
BR131
.R4
Ref.

Reallexikon für Antike und Christentum; Sachwörterbuch zur
Auseinandersetzung des Christentums mit der Antiken Welt.
Hrsg. von Theodor Klauser. Stuttgart, Hiersemann, 1950-

Presents the relationship between the ancient and the Christian
worlds up to the 6th century (some articles include coverage up
to the Carolingian Renaissance). Signed articles by specialists
deal with all aspects of antiquity and early Christianity
in all areas affecting or influenced by the Mediterranean world.
A few illustrations and maps are included. Numerous bibliogra-
phical references given in abbreviated form (list of abbreviations
is at the front of volume 1). Each volume lists key words and
contributors at the back (except volume 1, which is included in
the list in volume 2). At the end of each volume (from volume 6
on) is a cumulative list of supplementary articles, published in
the journal Jahrbuch für antike und Christentum (BR128 .A2J3 McL),
which will later be published together as a supplementary volume.

Cutter
FX
.S377
Mcl.

Schrader, Otto. Reallexikon der Indogermanischen Altertumskunde;
Grundzüge einer Kultur-und Volkergeschichte Alteuropas.
Strassburg, Trübner, 1901.

Articles deal with all aspects of Indo-European culture. Well-
documented with citations of sources, etymologies, and bibliogra-
phical references. A list of abbreviations of the latter and a
list of abbreviations for languages cited in the text are at the
end.

B. America

E78
.S7B34
Ref.

Barnett, Franklin. Dictionary of Prehistoric Indian Artifacts of

Covers the period up to 1540 A.D., the arrival of the Spanish in the
area. Excludes ceramic wares, matting, blankets, weaving, or
woven basketry. Introductory section discusses how basic materials
(bone, stone, shells, etc.) were worked. Articles including
bibliographic references provides definitions of the artifacts,
including how they were made, what they were used for, where
they were found, measurements and illustrations. Bibliography and
glossary at the end.

C. China

N7340
.H3
1961
Blackader

Sinological Series, no. 4).

Entries, arranged by subject headings according to the categories
into which the Chinese group their art and antiquities, are in
Chinese and definitions are in English. Some diagrams illustrate
the objects and items discussed. Alphabetical index of trans-
literated Chinese entries.

D. France

Cutter
PF39
//D56
Mcl.

Dictionnaire archéologique de la Gaule, époque celtique. Publié
par la Commission instituée au Ministère de l’Instruction
publique et des beaux-arts. Paris, Imprimerie nationale,
1875-1923. 2v. in 4.

Contains articles arranged alphabetically under geographical place
names, discussing archaeological finds and providing illustrations
and biographical references.

E. Germany

DD51 .H6 1968

Hoops, Johannes. Realelexikon der germanischen Altertumskunde. 2. Aufl. Berlin, de Gruyer, 1968-

Ref.

This encyclopedia covers Germanic history, archaeology, philology, culture and related fields from earliest times up to and including Charlemagne. For the northern areas coverage is extended to include the Viking period (9th-11th centuries). Signed articles. Bibliographies, illustrations, diagrams and maps are included. To be complete in 8 volumes plus index.

IV. DICTIONARIES


English and French equivalents and definitions of archaeological terms. The third volume is an Index francais.

GN710 .M3x McL.


Provides English and French equivalents of technical terms used in the literature on prehistoric archaeology. Definitions not given. Key to symbols at the front.

N33 .R42 Blackader


Provides equivalents (without definitions) of terms in many languages: English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, etc. Entries are in all different languages in one continuous alphabetical arrangement.

V. ATLASES

See also the atlases listed in A Student's Guide to Reference Sources in Classical Studies and 'Atlases in the Reference Department; A Student's Guide' (copies available at the Reference Desk).

G1030 .B38 Ref.

Atlas Stands Bayerischer Schulguch-Verlag, Munich. Großer Historischer Weltatlas. München, Bayerischer Schulbuch-Verlag, 1972-

The first volume, Vorgeschichte und Altertum covers up to 600 AD and the second, Mittelalter up to about 1400. Maps are very detailed and of excellent quality including many detailed city and battle plans.

Provides maps and detailed plans of archaeological sites arranged by geographical area. Brief introduction for each area. Sections for individual sites include short texts and illustrations. Buddhist, Christian, Islamic, classical Greek and Roman monuments and sites are not covered. A chronological chart, a glossary, and a subject and place name index are at the end.


VI. GUIDES, MANUALS, SURVEYS

A. General


The results of archaeology in Biblical Palestine are analysed according to cultural elements and institutions. Well illustrated and fully documented. At the end of volume 2 are bibliography, table of illustrations, index, and table of contents for both volumes.


Discusses important discoveries and developments in prehistoric archaeology during the years 1840-1940 with bibliographical references in the text and footnotes. The text is followed by a chronological table of main events which also includes bibliographical references. Table of contents and glossary are at the front. Bibliography and author/subject index are at the end.


v. 1: Archéologie préhistorique.

v. 2: Archéologie celtique ou protohistorique; Âge du bronze.

v. 3: Premier Âge du fer, ou Epoque de Hallstatt.

v. 4: Second Âge du fer, ou Epoque de la Tène.

An introductory text to the study of prehistoric and celtic monuments and artifacts, including many illustrations, maps and charts. Bibliographic references are given in footnotes as well as at end of some volumes. Each volume has a detailed table of contents and index of names, places and subjects. "Renseignements bibliographiques" and abbreviations are listed at the beginning of each volume. A. Grenier's Manuel d'Archeologie Gallo-Romaine, which forms volumes 5 & 6 of this work, is separately published (see section VI.C.).
Lengthy scholarly articles by specialists with numerous bibliographies and many bibliographical references. Some maps, plans and illustrations are in the text and there are sections of plates in every volume. So far, Handbuch der Archäologie which forms Abteilung 6 of the author's monumental *Handbuch der Altertumswissenschaft*, is in four volumes (Bd. 1-4). Bd. 1, which consists of three parts (Teil 1-3), was published 1937-1939. The list of abbreviations for bibliographical references is given at the front of the first part, and the complete table of contents for all three parts is in part three. Contains articles on the context of archaeology, methods, and history of archaeology, followed by articles dealing with inscriptions, monuments, etc. in sections by geographical areas with chronological subdivisions. These sections are continued by Bd.2, in two parts, the first published in 1950 and the second in 1954. Part two contains the table of contents for both parts. Bd.3, which is not yet complete, consists of one part published in 1950 and deals with sculpture. Bd.4 (published in 1953), also incomplete, has one part to date and deals with painting and drawing. While some sections must be supplemented by recent advances in scholarship, this work is still considered one of the most comprehensive and definitive works in the field. Cumulative indexes to the entire work are planned upon its completion.

A brief introduction to prehistoric archaeology planned to be complete in 5 volumes (v.2: Jungsteinzeit, v.3: Kupferzeit, v.4: Bronzezeit, v.5: Frühsteinzeit). Volume 1 is a detailed and well-documented survey in ten chapters providing many bibliographical references. Archaeological activities, theories on the origins and development of mankind, archaeological finds and their chronological classification, and various topics such as dwelling places, economics, sociology, culture, art, and religion, etc. are covered in the different chapters. Chapter X lists important sites and finds and their literature by country and place. Indexes, list of abbreviations of bibliographical references, and plates and maps are at the end.

This brief introduction to prehistoric archaeology begins with a section on sources, which lists archaeological sites and types of findings. The bibliography, p. 46-70, is in two sections: "Nos connaissances", which introduces the study of the archaeology of various periods and areas, and "Problèmes et directions de recherche". References are given in footnotes, illustrations are included, and a subject and place name index is at the end.

**B. Egypt**


v. 3: La statuaire.
v. 4: Bas-reliefs et peinture: scènes de la vie quotidienne.

An introduction to the study of ancient Egyptian monuments and artifacts. Many illustrations and detailed references are provided. Volumes have detailed tables of contents and subject indexes.

C. France

Cutter


v. 2: Architecture civile et militaire
v. 3: Le costume

An illustrated guide to archaeology in France including lengthy bibliographies. Volume 2 also contains "Répertoire archéologique des départements," listing sites and monuments alphabetically by place. Subject indexes.


v. 1: Généralités. Travaux militaires
v. 4: Les monuments des eaux. 2v.

An introduction to the study of Gallo-Roman monuments. (The library does not have t.2: Archéologie du sol: a) Les routes. b) L'Occupation du sol. The text is illustrated and many bibliographical references are provided. Detailed table of contents at the back of each volume. The first volumes for both t.3 and 4 also have a bibliography at the front, and the second volumes of both t.3 and 4 have indexes (covering both volumes 1 and 2) at the end. See also Dechelette, Joseph. Manuel d'archéologie préhistorique, celtique et gallo-romaine (section II. A. of this guide).

D. Greece


Surveys the findings of archeological activity in Greece in 6 volumes covering sculpture from its beginnings to the fifth century. The text is thorough and is accompanied by illustrations and bibliographical references. Chapter bibliographies also provided.


This work, in two separate sections (one for prehistoric Greece, one for ancient Cyprus), contains brief introductory historical information, chronology, and a lengthy catalogue of archaeological finds. For each item the catalogue provides detailed descriptive
information and bibliographical references. Many diagrams, maps, drawings, plans, etc., and over 300 pages of black and white plates and a few in color. "Bibliographical notes" (p.176-184) list references for further reading under various subject headings. Index of sites.

E. Orient

Cutter
FF66
.C42
McL.

Cheng, Te-K'un. Archaeology in China. Cambridge, Heffer, 1959-
v. 1: Prehistoric China.
v. 2: Shang China
v. 3: Chou China

Planned to be complete in 8 volumes, this work provides an introduction to the study of Chinese archaeology and includes illustrations, maps, charts, index and bibliography.

CBEA
.C76
Ref. Stud.

Contenau, Georges. Manuel d'archéologie orientale, depuis les origines jusqu'à l'époque d'Alexandre. Paris, Picard, 1927-
47. 4v.

The library has only the fourth volume of this work which discusses discoveries and results of archaeological activities during the years 1930-39. Part 1 provides general information on sites, museums, etc., followed by various chapters dealing with history, chronology, religion, language and several other topics. Part 2 covers the history of art and architecture by periods and areas. Illustrations, maps, bibliography, and general index.

F. Rome

Cutter
FF35
.C11
McL.

Cagnat, René & Victor Chapot. Manuel d'archéologie romaine.

A guide to the study of Roman monuments and artifacts, dealing incidentally with Roman life in general. Many illustrations and bibliographical references. Key to the bibliographic abbreviations at the beginning of each volume and list of illustrations and detailed table of contents is at the end of each volume. A brief subject index to both volumes is at the end of volume 2.

VII. BIBLIOGRAPHIES

A. Current

1. General

25112
.A2x
Ref.


Lib. has: v. 1, 1970-

A quarterly collection of abstracts of books and journal articles in the fields of archaeology, ethnology, linguistics, and physical anthropology. Abstracts are often borrowed from the professional journal in which the article first appeared, and are primarily from U.S. publications. Coverage of periodicals indexed has increased annually. The Spring 73 issue includes a
list of periodicals indexed. Quarterly subject index; annual author and subject indexes.

L'Année philologique; bibliographie critique et analytique de l'antiquité gréco-latine. v.1, 1924/26- Paris.

The only comprehensive current bibliography covering the field of classical studies. Includes texts and publications (including journal articles) in all languages. Part 1 lists works, editions, etc. by and about individual classical authors. Part 2 lists works not about a specific author or title under various subdivisions by subject; the final section being bibliographies, Festschriften, collections, etc. Various indexes, including geographical index and author index, included in each volume. Published annually, but with a considerable delay in publication. For more current material, as well as for older bibliographies covering the same field, see A Student's Guide to Reference Sources in Classical Studies, copies of which are available at the Reference Desk.


This annual bibliography lists books, periodical articles, conferences, etc. in all languages on all regions from prehistoric times up to and including early Christianity and the Byzantine Empire. Includes references to book reviews. Begins with a general section listing comprehensive works, bibliographies, reference sources, etc., followed by sections listing works under regional and subject subdivisions. Author index is at the end (some issues also include index of names and places). There is a considerable delay in publication, e.g. the issue covering 1971 was published in 1973. Continues the bibliographies published in the Jahrbuch des Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts, v. 1-3, 1886-1888 (DE2 .D5 McL.) and in the Archäologischer Anzeiger; Beiblatt zum Jahrbuch des Archäologischen Instituts, 1889-1912, which is bound with the Jahrbuch.


The Art Index; a Cumulative Author and Subject Index to a Selected List of Fine Art Periodicals. v. 1, 1929- New York, H.W. Wilson.

A quarterly index with annual and biennial cumulations. International in coverage, but strength in English language publications. Entries are alphabetical by author and subject headings. Emphasis on fine arts and art history, but many articles are listed under ARCHAEOLOGY and related headings. Book reviews are listed alphabetically by author under the heading BOOK REVIEWS.
Quarterly international bibliographies, published by the Centre Nationale de la Recherche Scientifique, cover journal articles, conferences and congresses, collections and ephemera. Books are not mentioned except in the case of important book reviews appearing in journals. Indexes of authors, subjects, etc. appear in each issue and are also cumulated annually.

Issued by the International Association for Classical Archaeology, this annotated annual bibliography lists books, parts of books, book reviews, conferences, articles, etc. published in many languages. Arrangement is classified in six main sections (see table of contents). Plates and indexes of authors (ancient and modern), geographical names, subjects, etc., are at the end of each volume. There is a considerable lag in coverage, e.g. volume 23, published in 1972, covers works published up to 1968.

A selective and descriptive annual bibliography of books and articles appearing throughout the world on the entire field of the historical sciences. Classified arrangement in sections covering pre-history to the end of the Roman Empire include materials on archaeology. Name index and geographical index are included.

International bibliography of books, articles, collected works, etc. published by the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique under the auspices of Comité International d'Histoire de l'Art and subsidized by UNESCO. Up to 1972 works on Archaeology listed in the sections on general history of art, Middle Ages and Byzantium and Romanesque and Gothic. Sections on antiquity, Islam, India and the Far East discontinued in 1965. Author and subject indexes are at the end of each volume for the volumes covering 1920-72. Since 1973 the arrangement of each volume is as follows: list of journals and publications indexed, index of artists, list of abbreviations for countries as used in the subject Index, subject index (index des concepts), author index (table des auteurs) table of contents for the bibliography (plan de classement), and finally the bibliography itself (analyses et signalements). Archaeology is covered mainly in the section 01.C.03 under "Sciences de l'art" and 03.B, "Moyen Age: Architecture et fouilles". Works on archaeology found in other sections as well, as indicated by the subject index. Brief annotations in French and references to book reviews included.
The periodical literature in Archaeology and Pre-History is listed in the Antiquaries Journal. The list is selective, with emphasis on publications of the British Isles. Articles in journals are listed twice a year. In recent years the listing is by country and by title of journal; previously it was simply alphabetical by journal title. No author, title, or subject approach. The list of journals covered is selective, with the emphasis on publications of the British Isles.

The Social Sciences Index lists articles in scholarly English language journals under author and subject. In June, 1974 the Social Sciences and Humanities Index split into two separate parts: Social Sciences Index for journals in anthropology, physical anthropology, geography, etc., and Humanities Index for journals in archaeology, folklore, history, etc. Both cover area studies and both have sections at the end listing book reviews alphabetically under the name of the author of the book reviewed.

The Annual Egyptological Bibliography lists books and articles in alphabetical order by author. Complete bibliographical information, as well as references to review articles are given. Each entry annotated (usually brief synopses of content) in English, French, and, as of 1966, German. Abbreviations listed at the front. Necrology notices of Egyptologists are given at the end, listing references to obituaries in journals. No indexes.
3. Great Britain and Ireland

Archaeological Bibliography for Great Britain and Ireland.
1940/46-

Lib. has: 1961; 1966-

An annual bibliography listing books, articles, and collected works from earliest times to 1600 A.D. Arranged in two parts: the topographical section and the bibliography. The first is arranged by country, period and subject, listing finds and referring with numbers to the works listed alphabetically by author in the bibliography section. Subject index is at the end. Materials published before 1960 are listed in Bonser's A Roman-British Bibliography and An Anglo-Saxon and Celtic Bibliography (450-1087). (see section IV.B.6. of this guide).

4. Greece

Nestor. 1959?-

Madison, Wis.

Lib. has: 1963-

Covers materials in all languages on Mycenean civilization, including books, articles, reviews, work in progress, as well as correspondence and communications. Indexes are published for every 100 pages.

Teiresias. v. 1, 1971-

Montreal.

Lib. has: v. 1, 1971-

This twice annual publication of McGill's Classics Department provides "a review and continuing bibliography of Boiotian studies", as reflected by its subtitle. Although coverage is international, mainly English-language works are included. Lists articles, books, theses, conferences, book reviews, bibliographies and work in progress. No index.

B. Retrospective

1. General


A bibliography of world historical literature, including references to periodical articles, source materials, books, etc. Arrangement is topical and geographical with further subdivisions by country and subject (e.g. archaeology). Within each section materials are arranged by form, e.g. bibliographies; encyclopedias and dictionaries, general and specialized histories, journals, etc. Includes brief annotations and an analytical index. References to materials dealing with archaeology are listed under the heading ARCHAEOLOGY in the index.


The collection of this library represents the history and achievement of Greece from the earliest times up to the present. These volumes contain reproductions of the library's card catalog arranged alphabetically by subject and author (there are title cards only for anonymous works). The first supplement lists new acquisitions and changes in the catalogue 1968-1973.


Lib. has: s.2: v. 1, 1897-

This annual bibliography provides a selective but international listing of books and pamphlets published since 1897. Arrangement is by broad subject headings. Occasional notes are added.


This index, although narrow in scope, can be a useful source of references for the history of archaeology. Arranged alphabetically by subject and personal name. The library has Mercure de France, 1721-1780 (Folio AP20 .M52x McL.).


(Zuly, 1975)


Lists bibliographies on the prehistory and ancient history of Europe with emphasis on Germany. Separately published bibliographies as well as those included in books, articles and serial publications are listed. Coverage up to 1969 and emphasis again on German-language works. Arranged by geographical area, not by period. Maps are included and abbreviations are listed in the front. Part V is a list of German-language scholars in the field and their publications. No index.


Supplement, 1st, 1970- Boston.


Supplement, 1st, 1970- Boston.

Subject and author cards of the catalogue of this library are reproduced in book form providing an index to books, pamphlets, journals, journal articles, Festschriften, and proceedings of conferences.
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Continues the work of the W. S. La Sor, *Bibliography of the Dead Sea Scrolls, 1948-1957* (Rel. Stud.) Lists articles and books under various headings beginning with bibliographical works and general publications on the Dead Sea Scrolls and their discovery, followed by more specific subjects, e.g. linguistic studies, text editions, archaeology and history, Qumran and Judaism, etc. and finally a list of major monographs and collected works. Works in all languages published from 1958 to 1969 are listed. Abbreviations are at the front and an author index at the end.


Supplement. London, University of London, 1937

Catalogue of about 10,000 books, maps, plans and periodical titles on archaeology and ancient art. General works listed first, followed by sections on the earliest civilizations, and, finally, sections arranged under geographical areas and their national subdivisions (see table of contents). No indexes.


Volume 1 covers the publications of 1931, and volume 2, 1932-33, including both books and periodical articles. General works are listed first, followed by works on individual subjects and, finally those dealing with specific periods. Lengthy annotations by specialists are included. Author index and an index of subjects and personal names at the end. Abbreviations listed at the beginning.


"One continuous all-inclusive alphabetic" index which includes key words of titles or articles, authors of articles, and scholars or institutions honoured. Covers 1863-1954.
2. America

Salt Lake City.


Provides abstracts of books, monographs in series, articles in journals, theses, and pamphlets. Covers North, Central and South America, arranged by geographical area and political unit. Author index. Published by the Society for American Archaeology.


Lists books and articles in all languages on the archaeology and ethnography of Central America and Mexico. General works are listed first, followed by works on individual areas subdivided by subject and, finally, lists of journals and other periodical publications, conferences and congresses, biographical sources and bibliographies of individuals, literary works, bibliographies, etc. References to book reviews are included, as well as two maps of the areas covered. Author index.

Cutter Wauchope, Robert. Ten Years of Middle American Archaeology; Annotated Bibliography and News Summary, 1948-1957. New Orleans, Tulane University, 1961. (Middle American Research Institute, publication no. 28).

A bibliography of books and articles on archaeology from the Rio Grande to the Panama Canal published 1948-1957. Begins with a summary of work accomplished in those years. The annotated bibliography which follows is arranged alphabetically by author. Key to abbreviations and selected subject index are at the end. Updated by the section on archaeology in the annual Handbook of Latin American Studies (Z1605 .H23 McL. Ref. Index Stands) the volumes of which, after 1964, cover social sciences or humanities and are published in alternate years. Archaeology is covered in the social sciences section.

3. China


Lists works in Chinese on archaeology in China, giving English translations of the titles. Arranged chronologically by time period and dynasty, with geographic subdivisions, according to date of publication. Includes a chronology, a list of political subdivisions and a map.

4. Egypt


Books and periodicals on ancient Egypt in the NYPL are listed in a classified arrangement outlined on p. 730. Bibliographies and
general works are followed by works on archaeology and various aspects of Egyptian culture and life. A section on biographies of egyptologists is included.

5. Great Britain


Covers books, articles, etc. published up to 1953. Section IX listing materials on archaeology, begins with a general section followed by individual sites and topics. Volume 2 contains author index and subject and topographical index. The latter, together with the table of contents, should be consulted for complete coverage of any subject. For more current materials consult Archaeological Bibliography for Great Britain and Ireland (see section IV. A.3. of this guide).

---

Bibliography of books, collected works and articles published up to 1960. Contains sections on general archaeology followed by materials listed under individual sites and topics. Both sections must be consulted for complete coverage of materials on a certain site or topic. Roman sites are listed under their modern names - the place name index provides cross-references. Volume 2 contains indexes of authors, subjects, personal names and place names. For materials published since the compilation of this bibliography, consult Archaeological Bibliography for Great Britain and Ireland (see section IV. A.3. of this guide).

---

Annual author listing and subject index of articles in English archaeological periodicals and transactions of local antiquarian societies. Covers mainly British archaeology, but some classical and other non-British antiquities are included. Each annual volume usually covers one year, but whenever a new periodical is added to the list it is indexed back to 1891. Coverage is continued in Subject Index to Periodicals (A13 .A72 Ref. Index Stands), British Humanities Index (A13 .B7 Ref. Index Stands) and E.L.C. Mullin's Guide to the Historical and Archaeological Publications of Societies in England and Wales (described below).

---

Lists printed books in part 1, including documents of learned societies and academies, and manuscripts in part 2 (after p.260). Items are listed alphabetically by author and subject. Items are numbered, and there is an index of subject and personal names at the end.

Lists and indexes the titles and authors of books and articles found in the publications of more than 400 local and national societies of England, Wales, the Isle of Man, and the Channel Islands. The first part is arranged by society, the second part is a detailed subject index, and the third part is an author index.

6. Greece

Bi`o`, Comité national hellénique de l'association internationale d'études du sud-est européen, 1970.

Books and articles on the archaeology of the Hellenic era of Greece, published in Greece and other countries between 1945 and 1969, are covered. Items are listed by date of publication, then alphabetically by author. French translations of Greek titles and brief notes in French are provided. Abbreviations are listed at the front, and indexes of authors, subjects, sites and geographical areas are at the end.


Lists books, articles and conference proceedings on prehistoric Greece published between 1945 and 1969 in Greece and other countries. The arranged by year of publication then alphabetically by author. For the convenience of users French translations of Greek titles and notes on contents in French are provided. Abbreviations are listed at the front. Indexes of authors, proper names, places, and subjects are at the end.


Lists books, articles and festschriften, divided into two main sections: the author list and subject index (the 1961 supplement includes a topographical index as well). Includes works in all languages.

7. Mesopotamia


Computer-produced list of reports of excavations and some survey reports on all pre-Islamic sites in Mesopotamia, including Sassanian settlements. General works, handbooks and texts are not covered. Only works dealing with the physical remains are listed. Items are listed under names of sites, with cross references from ancient names to modern ones and vice versa. The introduction provides useful instructions. A map shows the modern administrative divisions of Iraq and there is a list of
sites under the names of these divisions.

8. Russia


Classified bibliography emphasizing Soviet works on archaeology in the USSR but including some foreign countries. Includes references to reviews of major publications. Detailed indexes are at the back. This work is in Russian, but there is a French index at the end.

VIII. BIBLIOGRAPHIES OF PERIODICALS


An alphabetical list of archaeological periodicals in all languages in the collections of several specialized libraries in Athens, Berlin, Rome, Vienna, etc. For each title provides dates, publisher, publishing history, languages, subjects covered, type of content (book reviews, bibliographies, research articles, etc.), etc. Various other lists such as journals whose contents are restricted to a certain country or area, as well as various lists of abbreviations for titles of journals, etc. are included.